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About This Game

Apocalypse brought us freedom
"Apocalypse brought us freedom" said a stranger man named Marius. Nobody knew him before, but he showed another path beside

the one which is going behind the walls that built by who is responsible of this breakdown. In a few months he was controlling
thousands of men. Then he has ordered men to fill the diesel to the engines...

The great war ended by a ceasefire after desolation of the earth. Only a very small population of people were living safely
behind the walls of self governed cities which appeared after the breakdown of the countries. While cities were guarded by the

walls, outland was under control of a doomsday cult which was led by a stranger man named Marius. As an individualist, Marius
convinced groups to act against the cities. His idea spreaded quickly due to the post war conjunctures.

The only transportation way is being used between the cities was railroad. All the resource trade is made with highly armored
diesel trains called "The Dreadnought"s. Our character takes his place in a dreadnought by joining the "regiment".

Features
Virtual Reality Game
First Person Shooter

Realistic shooting experience
Realistic Pistol Aiming/Firing

Pure Action
Realistic enemy death

Innovative User Experience
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Survival
Hide&Shoot

50 squats per game

Gameplay
The main theme of the game is to protect the train from the enemy bandits. The player is located in a train car. The enemies

follow the train and try to shoot the player. Player should use obstacles to hide from enemy fire while trying to kill the enemies
in the cars.

Pub
In the city pub, player chooses missions. The player gets prepared for the mission in the pub. The guns are selected here.

Shooting Range
In the shooting range, the player can try different guns. Watch out for the enemy rifle in the range!

Missions
Different missions take place in different maps. In early access there will be 6 missions in 3 different maps.

Bandits
The enemies drive diesel cars. Both the enemy shooter and driver can be shot.

Weapons
The player has access to different weapons which can be chosen in the pub. Currently, there are 4 different guns.
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Title: Diesel Express VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lazylab Games
Publisher:
Lazylab Games
Release Date: 23 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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diesel express vr. diesel express vr game. diesel express vr gameplay

Oh god, it's bad.
It's nothing but the first screen, then the control to open a single menu doesn't work.
Please don't waste disk space on this. It's nothing but a laggy nightmare.. Love this game just a simple fun game to play to relax.
A beautiful game. A short but meditative experience. The music and visuals are calming and grounding. Would definitely
recommend for a relaxing late night or a rainy afternoon.. This game was nothing like I was expecting. The first ghost you
encounter actually scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me. The puzzles in this game are actually challenging and engaging unlike most
horror games today. The graphics may not be the best but this game is an example of doing horror right. You play as an
investigator trying to find 3 missing persons. The investigation brings you to an abandoned factory seems pretty generic but thats
where the game surprised me. Once you go down the stairs of the factory♥♥♥♥♥♥gets real intense. A girl trapped in a room
asks for your help so like I said before puzzles and figuring out a combination to a lock but the scene gets really creepy. After
that you go down more you guessed it stairs and find yourself in caves. I am not giving away anything else but damn this game
got me. I give stairs 5 creepy ♥♥♥♥ing ghosts out of 5.. What it lacks for in graphics, it makes up in content.

Stil a better game than no mans sky.

9/11. Very good game, if u like risk (the board game) has a few glitches on which can be anoyying. like crashes if you make
certain moves and also attacking your own army sometimes if you attack a place from multiple sides. also a few times stack of
alot of troops changed to the enemy side after the provenance which they where attacking from got attacked in the same pharse
and lost.
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I really enjoyed this experience. Though it is short, the environments are very well made and immersive as well as the story. I
look forward to more story driven content like this for VR.. Nemesis is a great addition to the Sherlock Holmes series. The story
of Holmes rising to the challenge of a criminal adversary is familiar to any fan, and this time it's the gentleman thief character
Arsene Lupin. Lupin is a truly interesting character, which makes solving his thefts a fun task. The story does have its weak
spots near the end ( The ridiculous thing with Queen Victoria, not to mention what happens when you actually catch him...) but
they aren't enough to take away from the game's overall value. Personally, I think Nemesis is the best game of the series so far.

Graphics and gameplay wise, Nemesis is nearly identical to Awakened. The hint system is much better though, which is helpful
since the puzzles in Nemesis tend to be more math related. Though math puzzles may sound daunting, the puzzles are actually
quite fun this time around, and the option to use hints eliminates any ragequit frustration. There is quite a bit of backtracking in
the museum section, but you can use the fast travel system to get between areas quickly.

Also, Creepy Watson has been fixed, (un)fortunately.. So far so good. Althought I suck at it, it doesn't prevent me from trying
again. It's a definitely a frustrating game. I have tried changing the controls so that I am more comfortable but I thinkl a
controller would be easier. I just suck at these games I think. The soundtrack is very awesome, I just wish it had more music
instead of the one loop, but that loop is still pretty soothing.. I paid $.17 for this game, then paid around $3 for all the badges.
Because it's my current favorite game.

Pro's:
- It has a nice story
- It's cheap, especially on sale
- It's fun, no grinding
- Multiple endings
- Achievments are pretty easy to get
- It's supporting an indie developer
- The dev is revamping it so it'll be better than it already is

Con's:
- It crashes, how many times and how often differs
- It ends, I didn't want it to

So in all, it depends what you're into, and what you're expecting. I'm going to give it, 9.5/10, It would have a perfect score,
except it has potential to crash. Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/xfStI2AHprw

I had a good time with Slap the Fly, although several basic completely issues destroy game balance.

1) Bad level design. The library level is simply a giant square room. The subway is a single subway car. Most of the levels don't
offer many places to hide as insects or interesting gameplay possibilities.

2) Broken weapons? A lot of the weapons given to the human side are inneffective or possibly even broken. Bug zappers and
mouse traps so small it'd be a miracle if anything hit them. A flamethrower that doesn't even seem to work at all.

3) Hardly anyone is online.

That said, when I finally managed to connect up with another player I had a blast! Matches can get quite intense with one player
chasing you down a hallway tossing chairs while you try to hide behind plants. Playing against the AI is no fun so hopefully
more people buy this game and get online.. Dab on this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game is a better name for this pile of
meme♥♥♥♥♥♥♥that getting into steam trying to make quick bucks.
Seriously this game is not even a game.
Don't you dare on even thinking to buy it just because of the name. Because seriously it's not even funny.
-1/10 it deserves to burn in hell.. Splice is a pretty interesting puzzle game, in which you modify several strains of cells in order
to solve the puzzle by forming the target strain. It has a very relaxing soundtrack, and the puzzles themselves are quite
challenging; in some cases, they may be a little frustrating even. There were times I found the solution by pure luck, and other
times in which I stared at it for minutes without knowing how to solve it.
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It's still a good game, in my opinion, so I can recommend it.. Wasn't sure exactly what to expect but ended up really enjoying it.
Will be coming back to it whenever I have some time to kill. Hilarious fun and lots of different environments and ways to kill
the zombies. Well worth the $5!

Essentially an endless runner where zombies constantly spawn and you use the environment to kill them.
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